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In-flight variable stability aircraft and in-flight simulation are
described. The uses of these vehicles and the associated requirements 
are described. Several forms of control architecture are identified for 
use in a T-6A in-flight simulator. A non-linear model of the T-6A 
Texan II is developed for use in MATLAB/SIMULINK®. This model is 
used to design a feedforward response-feedback controller, based on 
simplified dynamic inversion. This controller is shown to exercise 
precise control over the T-6A host aircraft dynamics. This architecture 
is then used to demonstrate simulation of the A-4 and the F-15 by the
T-6A. In addition to proving simplified dynamic inversion for in-flight 
simulation, it is shown that the same configuration is useful in
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The fidelity of aircraft simulation has improved to the point that 
simulation is now a universally accepted tool in the development and 
analysis of aerospace vehicles. The use of simulation for training and 
development is often restricted to ground-based simulators. However, 
as training programs and development teams look for high fidelity 
simulation, in-flight simulation is often used. In-flight simulators
have a long history of use in the training of test pilots and research 
and development [1,2]. 
The United States Air Force (USAF) Test Pilot School (TPS) and 
the United States Naval Test Pilot School (USNTPS) use in-flight
simulators for the training of test pilots and engineers [3].
Additionally, both organizations use in-flight simulators for handling 
qualities research projects. Both schools are dependent on contractor 
supported aircraft (Calspan Corporation) for in-flight simulators for 
training and research. In the near future, both schools will be











curricula. It is possible to convert one or more of these aircraft into 
variable stability aircraft for training and research.  This would give 
the test pilot schools the in-house capability for performing these 
tasks as desired and would relieve the schools’ dependence on 
contractor support for in-flight simulation. 
The Texan II is expected to be less expensive to operate than the 
current fleet of contractor supported in-flight simulators. The USAF
TPS currently maintains the NF-16D Variable In-Flight Simulation and 
Training Aircraft (VISTA) [3]. In addition, both schools also use a
variable stability Learjet for training in aircraft handling qualities [4]. 
Classical aircraft control theory allows aircraft dynamics to be 
adjusted through the addition of response-feedback loops and gains. 
This technique can modify the dynamics of an airplane, but it is 
limited in its capacity to model dissimilar aircraft dynamics.  However, 
there are other controller configurations that provide additional control 
over the host dynamics [5]. For instance, a dynamic inversion 
controller eliminates, through cancellation, the host aircraft dynamics. 
It allows dissimilar dynamics to be modeled within the aerodynamic 
and structural capabilities of the airplane. Non-linear dynamic 
inversion has been discussed as an aircraft control method for some 
time, but most approaches are too computationally intensive or 









dynamic inversion technique has recently been introduced in the 
literature, which is not computationally intensive and is more 
appropriate for in-flight applications [6,7]. 
This thesis is a study for a T-6A Texan II variable stability and in-
flight simulator. A T-6A Texan II computer model is used to evaluate a
potential variable stability controller for use in a T-6A variable stability
(T-6A VS) airplane. A simple feedback-gain system is designed that
creates a variable stability aircraft that is not adequate for in-flight 
simulation. Simplified dynamic inversion [7] is then applied in a 
model following configuration and is demonstrated as adequate for 
both variable stability and in-flight simulation applications. 
A model following, simplified dynamic inversion controller is
implemented for the first time in an in-flight simulation design.  This 
controller demonstrates great capability for simulating dissimilar 
aircraft dynamics in the flight environment. This control architecture 










In-flight simulation is an instrumental part of aircraft research 
and development. In-flight simulators are divided into many 
categories. Two such categorizations are dynamic simulators and 
performance simulators [1].  Dynamic simulators are highly modified 
aircraft with control systems designed specifically to overpower the 
natural response of the aircraft to control the actual dynamic response 
of the aircraft. For example, the NF-16D can be used to simulate the
handling of an F-22.  Alternately, performance simulators use existing 
aircraft to emulate the performance characteristics of another 
airplane. For example, an unmodified T-38 can be used to adequately 
simulate the performance of a high drag lifting body, but cannot 
emulate its handling qualities [1]. The T-6A in-flight simulator is a
dynamic simulator, so discussion here is limited to dynamic 
simulation. 
Dynamic simulators can be separated into two categories [2]. A 










feeds it back through the control system to effect a change on the 
control inputs. By varying the feedback gains, various responses and 
flight characteristics are achievable. This system is a hybrid of the 
classical stability augmentation system (SAS). Alternately, a model 
following system uses on-board computers to simulate desired 
responses to pilot inputs. It then converts these into the surface 
deflections required to force the actual aircraft response to follow the 
on-board computer model. All of this happens in real-time. 
The first dynamic simulator was built in 1947 by Ames
Aeronautical Laboratory [2]. It was a Grumman F6F-3 variable 
response feedback system designed to investigate dutch-roll damping 
strategies. By 1951, the technology had been extended to longitudinal 
dynamics. An airborne variable stability Douglas B-26B was
developed that allowed variation of both static and dynamic 
longitudinal stability as well as longitudinal stick force gradients. 
Simultaneously, an F-94 in-flight simulator was developed. The F-94
was used to simulate the longitudinal characteristics of the XB-58 
Hustler prior to its first flight. 
Currently, the USAF TPS and the USN TPS uses in-flight 
simulation as a cornerstone of their curriculum [3,8]. Both schools 












Figure 2. Calspan Variable 







fundamental concepts of handling qualities and control system design 
[8]. The NF-16D VISTA is also used within the curricula for advanced 
training and flying qualities research. These aircraft are shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
Many recent studies have been done that demonstrate the value
of in-flight simulation. VISTA has been used extensively for handling
qualities research. VISTA was the first airplane to fly the control laws 
of several innovative airplanes, including the F-22 Raptor and the F-35
Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) [4]. The Air Force Research Laboratory 
(AFRL) in cooperation with the USAF Test Pilot School have used the 
capabilities of VISTA for piloted, in-flight research of handling qualities
and pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies. These programs include 












Dynamic simulators are traditionally used for handling qualities 
research of manned air vehicles. Recently, the role of in-flight
simulators has expanded. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) research 
uses in-flight simulation for system development and risk reduction. 
The Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV) X-45A program recently 
used the NT-33A for in-flight simulation of the complete air-vehicle 
and avionics sub-system flight testing [9]. Additionally, the NT-33A
flew in conjunction with other aircraft to evaluate intraflight guidance, 
navigation, and control avionics. Variable stability aircraft are
currently slated by the AFRL to act as surrogate UAVs in evaluating 
advanced in-flight technologies. 
The US Air Force and the US Navy, in conjunction with Calspan, 
continue to maintain and operate the variable stability aircraft for 
training and research purposes. First among these in-flight 
simulators are the modified Learjet LJ24 and the newer, modified 
LJ25 aircraft [4]. The Learjets primarily support curriculum handling
qualities training at the respective test pilot schools. Another platform 
used in test pilot training is the NF-16D VISTA.  This aircraft is an
integral part of the USAF TPS syllabus. It also continues to be used by
major programs for flight control and avionics research [4]. Table 1,
from a recent National Aeronatucs and Space Administration (NASA) 
report [1], summarizes the history of in-flight simulators. 
 
 
Table 1. Summary of Fixed-Wing Variable Stability 















SYSTEM USES AND REQUIREMENTS 
The US Air Force and the US Navy recently purchased a new
primary training aircraft called the Joint Primary Air Training System,
or JPATS. After a competitive process, the Raytheon T-6A Texan II 
was selected to become the primary flight trainer of the USAF and the
USN. Both the USAF and the USN test pilot schools will be receiving
several airframes to supplement both of their fleets and curricula. 
Both schools maintain an intensive aircraft handling qualities
curriculum. Central to both these programs is the use of in-flight 
simulation. Variable stability aircraft are used extensively for in-flight 
simulation to introduce student test pilots to important handling 
qualities concepts. The aircraft currently under use are the VISTA 
NF-16D and the variable stability Learjets, the LJ24 and the LJ25 [3]. 
These aircraft are extremely complex and are expensive to 
maintain for the relatively limited number of flying hours required to
support both of these schools.  It is suggested that there are some 






derived from an airframe common to both schools. Because both 
schools will be maintaining the T-6A, a variable stability system based 
on this airframe is possible in the near future. 
For additional utility, the aircraft should have in-flight 
simulation capability. The T-6A flies in the same flight regime as 
many UAVs and other autonomous flyers. Both in-flight vehicle and 
autopilot simulation are desirable system characteristics. These 
capabilities would allow the system to be used in the research and 
development of UAVs and their critical subsystems while maintaining 
the safety afforded by having a man in the loop. This development 
concept was proven with the NT-33A during the X-45A
development [9]. 
To adequately support the test pilot curricula, the aircraft needs 
the ability to vary the frequency and damping of all significant 
dynamic modes around all three rotational axes [8].  It also needs a 
variable feel system. Primarily, controlling rotation rates would be 
sufficient. 
This design is envisioned as a three-phase process. The first 
phase should be dedicated to the conceptual design of this system to 
include modeling of the aircraft and designing the control system.  The 








           
                 
               
11 
modification design and III) modification implementation and 
validation. 
For a variable stability (VS) T-6A in-flight simulator (IFS), referred 
to as a T-6A VS, to support the training of test pilots and test 
engineers, it must be capable of simulating various levels of stability
and handling qualities, both good and bad.  Longitudinally, this can be
summarized as a variable short period dynamic mode. Table 2 
contains a summary of the longitudinal goals for the T-6A VS. 
Numbers in parentheses represent current curriculum requirements 
for initial VS training [3,8]. 
Table 2. Longitudinal Variable Stability Capabilities 
Longitudinal Parameter Minimum Value Maximum Value 
Short Period Frequency, ωsp, (rad/s) 0.5* (2) 14.7* (8) 
Short Period Damping, ζsp ‐0.05* (0.0) 3.2* (0.7) 
*Represent VISTA NF-16D capabilities [3] 






           
            
                  
                  




For training, variable lateral-directional dynamics are also 
desirable. This includes configurations that demonstrate all of the 
various lateral-directional dynamic modes, as summarized in Table 3. 
This is a summary of the VISTA NF-16D capabilities and represents 
lateral-directional goals for the T-6A VS.  Numbers in parentheses 
represent current curriculum requirements for training [3,8]. The 
actual lateral-directional capabilities are constrained by the actual 
airframe capabilities of the T-6A, summarized in Chapter IV. 
Table 3. Lateral-Directional Variable Stability Capabilities 
Lateral‐Directional Parameter Minimum Value Maximum Value 
Dutch Roll,φ/β, 0.9* (0.5) 14.0* (5.0) 
Dutch Roll Frequency, ωdr, (rad/s) 1.2* (1.0) 7.9* (4) 
Dutch Roll Damping, ζdr , ‐0.2* (‐0.08) 2.1* (0.7) 
Roll Mode Time Constant, τR, (s) (.15) (1.3) 
*Represent VISTA NF-16D capabilities [3] 
() Represent values used currently in curriculum rides [5]. 
For training purposes, it is useful to isolate effects about each 
axis. This effectively eliminates the cross-coupling of dynamics, that 









The use of a T-6A VS at TPS is of intrinsic training value. 
However, there are many other ways in which a T-6A VS can be used 
within the context of an aerospace testing environment. Variable 
stability systems are used extensively in aerospace research and 
development. Although a T-6A VS is of limited utility for simulation of 
fast or extremely agile aircraft, it would be a useful development tool 
for other types of aircraft. A T-6A VS in-flight simulator can simulate 
UAV or transport category aircraft. Therefore, the system needs the 
capability of in-flight simulation of multiple aircraft models. Several 
methods are available to accomplish this task. Each method has its 
own strengths and a flexible system accommodates any of these 
approaches. Possible approaches include response-feedback, pole 
placement, model-following, and dynamic inversion. 
The training mission driving the specifications of this in-flight
simulator is enhanced by the fidelity of longitudinal and lateral-
directional simulation. The training mission requires highly accurate 
simulation of all three angular rates. To fully simulate phugoid 
characteristics, it is also necessary to have control over the aircraft 
horizontal (xb) and vertical (zb) body forces. Although the xb force
control is easily added via control of the aircraft powerplant and 
speedbrakes, the zb force have to be controlled by the flaps. 







airspeed (KIAS) [10]. The design is, therefore, focussed on a three 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) system based on the aircraft rotational rates. 
A flexibly designed variable stability control system will
accomplish in-flight simulation for both training and research 
applications. Combining several concepts in this design will ensure it
has flexible capability for variable stability and full three-axis
simulation. In combining the concepts of dynamic inversion, model-
following, and eigenstructure assignment, a flexible in-flight simulator 











The T-6A Texan II (Figure 3) is a single engine turboprop,
tandem seat, low-wing, retractable gear training aircraft produced by
Raytheon Aircraft Company [10]. The aircraft is approved for 
day/night all-weather operation and is certified by the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) under Part 23 of the Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FAR). The power plant is a regulated Pratt & Whitney PT6A-68 free 
turbine turboprop engine with a Hartzell constant speed 4-blade 
propeller. While the speed brake and split flaps are hydraulically
operated, the primary flight controls are mechanically operated. 
Elevator and rudder controls include electric trim.  All primary 

















Elevator and aileron surfaces are manually driven with linked
centersticks. The longitudinal feel system uses a bobweight and a 
downspring and is augmented with a stall warning stick shaker.
Laterally, the system employs a centering spring. Trim is electrically 
controlled with a 4-way thumb switch. Rudder pedals are 
mechanically linked with a centering spring. Hydraulically actuated 
split flaps deflect to 0o, 23o, and 50o. The underbelly mounted 
centerline speedbrake is also hydraulically actuated and is 
commanded with a thumb switch on the throttle. 
Operating limitations are a critical consideration in this design. 
The unmodified aircraft is limited to a gross weight of 6500 lbs, +7.0
and -3.5 symmetric g’s and +4.7 and -1.0 rolling g’s. Figure 4 and





















For design purposes, it is advantageous to have a fully non-
linear model of the aircraft around which to design and test the 
proposed control system. Sufficient data exists for a full non-linear 







the distribution and use of the available data is limited (distribution D,
military and Department of Defense only). Therefore, the specifics of 
the aerodynamic model and the underlying data are not presented as 
part of this dissertation. 
From the available aerodynamic data, a non-linear six-DOF
aerodynamic model is developed. However, the model is limited to the 
cruise flight condition. This model includes a high fidelity propulsive 
and flight control model. Data are also available for modeling the 
landing gear and hydraulic systems [11]. However, the variable 
stability design does not necessitate incorporating these subsystems 
into the model. Figure 6 shows a block diagram that summarizes the 





    





Fs, Fa, Fr, δtrim Model

























































There are several methods available to augment the T-6A flight
controls and achieve the goals of variable stability and in-flight
simulation. A variable response feedback system allows adequate 
flexibility for training. Obtaining specific responses is possible by 
eigenstructure assignment through response feedback. In-flight
simulation requires a slightly more complex architecture. Advances in 
flight controls have introduced methods which would force the system
to emulate the responses of an aircraft model [13]. This is 
accomplished with explicit model following and improved through 
dynamic inversion [6,7]. Each of these will be covered in the following 
discussion in order of increasing complexity. 
Fundamentally, a response feedback system uses the aircraft 
response to modify the control inputs [1]. This system is typically of 





























    






   
  





The simplicity of this method is apparent in the supporting 
mathematics [12]. The motion of the T-6A can be represented by 
x& = Ax + Bua . (1) 
If the actuator is fast and accurate, then it is assumed that ua ≅ uc. In 
a feedback loop, uc is comprised of two values represented by 
uc = u p − u f = u p − k
T x (2)
where k is the set of feedback gains. Applying this, through 
substitution, to the orginal system, results in 
T Tx& = Ax + B(u p − k x) = (A − Bk )x + Bu p (3)
Traditional root-locus design methods are used with this system to
achieve the desired results. Classical control design considers the 
system as a number of linked single-input single-output (SISO) 
systems, and each associated feedback gain is assigned individually. 
However, modern control theory provides several methods with which







simultaneously to achieve the desired results. A variable gain system 
in the feedback path would allow the use of any classical or modern 
feedback design method to achieve the desired dynamics. 
The most basic method for controlling a system is to change the
pole locations (eigenvalues) through a feedback gain structure.  In
classical controls, this is done through analyzing a series of successive 
loop closures. However, modern control techniques make it possible 
to chose a set of idealized pole locations and calculate a set of 
corresponding feedback gains. This combination, good for a single 
point in the envelope, results in aircraft dynamics with the desired 
characteristics. The method, uses numerical methods [8] to solve the 
equation 
det[sI − A + Bk T ]= [λd ] (4) 
for k, the feedback matrix, given λd , the desired pole locations. 
25 
The response feedback design requires extensive validation and 
verification through ground and flight testing to ensure the feedback 
or the observer gains are properly set. Additionally, gains are specified 
for a flight condition and must be scheduled. Explicit model following 
provides an alternative to this system. Although slightly more 
complicated and slower, this system forces the host aircraft to respond 
according to a pre-programmed dynamic model [14]. A block diagram 
of this type of system is shown in Figure 8. 





















Dynamic inversion is a control architecture that has received a lot 
of attention for its flexibility. Conceptually, the controller cancels the 
natural airframe response. With the bare airframe dynamics 
completely cancelled, the flight control system elicits the desired
aircraft dynamics. Used in conjunction with a model in the forward
path, simulated aircraft dynamics are replicated with very high 








simply to the basic model-following architecture [5]. The inversion 
technique augments the angular rate feedback with accleration
feedback. This is illustrated by Figure 9, a linear version of the 




























































Dynamic inversion techniques are computationally cumbersome 
for real-time simulation. A simplifed version is presented by Smith [7]. 
Cox and Cotting have extended Smith’s simplification to ground based 
simulators at NASA Dryden [7,15]. Their work shows that this is a 
viable method for real-time aircraft control and simulation. This 
method may be adequate for in-flight simulation and is 
complementary to the use of a model following architecture. The 
simplified architecture takes the form shown in Figure 11. 
y&dx' = Ax+Bu
 y = Cx+Du 
y&cmd 
I/M 
∆u ucmd u 









 y = Cx+Du 
1 
x' Ax+Bu





















This simplified form relies on acceleration feedback and surface 
position feedback to eliminate the host aircraft dynamics. The control 
effectiveness term (Iy/Mde) is important in scaling the cancellation








a surface command and creates model following response similar to 
more complicated methods of inversion. 
A thoroughly useful design can accommodate any of these 
architecture concepts. Simple response feedback shapes the aircraft 
in-flight response while model following concepts exactly simulates a
control model while airborne. This allows the evaluation pilot to 
experience high fidelity in-flight simulation of the modeled aircraft. 
Extending the generic architecture results in the system as shown in 




































































T-6A SIMULATION MODEL 
The non-linear six degree of freedom model of the T-6A Texan II 
is developed from Raytheon proprietary aerodynamic data. The full
envelope aerodynamic data is made available to the author by the 
JPATS program office for research purposes. It is the foundation of a 
core simulation model of the T-6A. The model is restricted to a single 
flight condition for simplicity, although it can be extended to the full 
flight envelope. The aerodynamic data is assembled into a
MATLAB/SIMULINK® [16, 17] aerodynamic model as an




















Table 4.  T-6A Texan II Aerodynamic Model Inputs 
Parameter Description Function 
u, v, w Body Axis Velocities, fps State-Variable 
p, q, r Body Axis rotation rates, deg/sec State-Variable 
Ωprop Propeller Rotation Speed, RPM Control Input 
αprop_75 Propeller Pitch, ¾ Chord Control Input 
δaL Left Aileron Deflection, o, +TEU Control Input 
δaR Right Aileron Deflection, o, +TED Control Input 
δSB Speed Brake Deflection, (0, +1) Control Input 
δe Elevator Deflection, o, +TED Control Input 
δeTab Elevator Trim Tab Deflection, o, +TED Control Input 
δr Rudder Deflection, o, +TEL Control Input 
δrTab Rudder Trim Tab Deflection, o, +TEL Control Input 
Atm Atmospheric data (.30 M, 5000’ PA) Constants 
Prop, SBC Aircraft Geometric Data Constants 
WB, I Aircraft mass and Inertial Data Constants 
ta Aerodynamic Coefficient Tables Constants 
The T-6A basic aircraft aerodynamic model is derived from 
Raytheon proprietary wind-tunnel data [11]. The data were presented
in the aircraft body axis system and results in body-axis forces and 
moments. The following diagram (Figure 13) illustrates the body-axis
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Figure 13. Aircraft Body Axis Coordinate 














There are nine control inputs and six state inputs to the model. 
From these 15 inputs the model calculates the resulting aerodynamic 
forces and moments on the aircraft. These forces and moments are in 
the aircraft body axis system and are summarized in Table 5. 
Table 5. Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Calculated 
by the Core T-6A Aerodynamic Model 
Variable Description 
Xsum Forces along the aircraft body X-axis, lbf (horizontal) 
Ysum Forces along the aircraft body Y-axis, lbf (side) 
Zsum Forces along the aircraft body Z-axis, lbf (vertical) 
Lsum Moments about the aircraft body X-axis, ft-lbf (roll) 
Msum Moments about the aircraft body Y-axis, ft-lbf (pitch) 
Nsum Moments about the aircraft body Z-axis, ft-lbf (yaw) 
Each of these summation parameters is built up from the
aerodynamic response of each of the individual aircraft components. 
Along and about the x-body axis are the force and moment
summations for X and L. The buildup of these terms is shown in 
Table 6. All of the following terms are also dependent on the state 
vector (u, v, w, p, q, r). 
Significant simplifications were made in these equations. 
Limiting the time of interest to the immediate response allows two
reasonable assumptions. First, density was assumed to be a constant. 
Given that the short-term altitude deviation is small, this is 






















approximation. It was assumed that, in the short-term, the pitch
angle (θ) and the angle of attack (α) are the same. This simplifies the
gravity effects, and eliminates the phugoid and the spiral modes. 
Table 6. Contributing Texan II Aerodynamic Data 
Along and About the Body X-axis 
Variable Name Dependency 
XaL Left Aileron Drag ƒ(CLal, CDal, δal)
XaR Right Aileron Drag ƒ(CLar, CDar, δar) 
Xv Vertical Tail Drag ƒ(CLv, CDv, δr,) 
Xwb Wing-Body Drag ƒ(CLwb, CDwb,) 
Xh Horiz. Tail Drag ƒ(CLh, CDh,, δe) 
Xprop Propeller Thrust ƒ(Cta, D, J, β75, RPM) 
Lal Left Aileron Roll Moment ƒ(CLal, CNal, Yal, Zal) 
Lar Right Aileron Roll 
Moment 
ƒ(CLar, CNar, Yar, Zar) 
Lv Vertical Tail Roll Moment 0 
Lwb Wing-Body Roll Moment ƒ(CRwb, CDwb) 
Lh Horiz. Tail Roll Moment ƒ(CLh, Yh, Zh) 
Lprop Propeller Roll Moment ƒ(Yprop, Zprop) 
Lgyro Gyroscopic Roll Moment ƒ(Iprop, q, r) 
Similarly, along and about the yb and zb axes are the force and 
moment summations for Y, Z, M, and N. The contribution terms are 















    













Table 7. Contributing Texan II Aerodynamic Data 
. Along and About the Body Y- and Z- axes 
Variable Name Dependency 
YaL Left Aileron Sideforce ƒ(CYal δal)
YaR Right Aileron Sideforce ƒ(CYar, δar) 
Yv Vertical Tail Sideforce ƒ(CLv, CDv, δr) 
Ywb Wing-Body Sideforce ƒ(CYwb) 
Yh Horiz. Tail Sideforce 0 
Yprop Propeller Sideforce ƒ(Cta, D, J, β75, RPM, β) 
Mal Left Aileron Pitch Moment ƒ(CMal, Xal) 
Mar Right Aileron Pitch Moment ƒ(CMar, Xar) 
Mv Vertical Tail Pitch Moment ƒ(Xv) 
Mwb Wing-Body Pitch Moment ƒ(CMwb, Xwb, Zwb) 
Mh Horiz. Tail Pitch Moment ƒ(CMh, Xh, Zh) 
Mprop Propeller Pitch Moment ƒ(Xprop, Zprop) 
Mgyro Gyroscopic Pitch Moment ƒ(Iprop, p, r) 
ZaL Left Aileron Lift ƒ(CLal, CDal, δal)
ZaR Right Aileron Lift ƒ(CLar, CDar, δar) 
Zv Vertical Tail Lift ƒ(CLv, CDv, δr) 
Zwb Wing-BodZ Lift ƒ(CLwb, CDwb) 
Zh Horiz. Tail Lift ƒ(CLh, CDh, δe) 
Zprop Propeller Thrust ƒ(Cta, D, J, β75, RPM, β) 
Nal Left Aileron Yaw Moment ƒ(CNal, CRal, Xal, Yal) 
Nar Right Aileron Yaw Moment ƒ(CNar, CRar, Xar, Yar) 
Nv Vertical Tail Yaw Moment ƒ(Xv, Yv, CNv) 
Nwb Wing-BodZ Yaw Moment ƒ(CNwb, CRwb, Xwb, Ywb) 
Nh Horiz. Tail Yaw Moment ƒ(CNh, Xh) 
Nprop Propeller Yaw Moment ƒ(Xprop, Yprop) 
NgyCCro Gyroscopic Yaw Moment ƒ(Iprop, p, q) 
The summation terms (Xsum, Ysum, Zsum, Lsum, Msum, Nsum) are used 
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X sumu& = − q ⋅ w + r ⋅v (5)
m 
Ysumv& = + p ⋅ w − r ⋅u (6) 
) 
m 
Zsumw& = − p ⋅v + q ⋅u (7)
m 
and the rotational rates [18]: 
(L ⋅ I + N + p ⋅ q ⋅ I ⋅ − q ⋅ r ⋅ I 2 + I 2 − I ⋅ Isum zz sum xz zz zz xz yy zz)I − I + Ixx yy 
2I xx ⋅ I zz − I xz 
− r 2 ⋅ I xz) 
(
p& (8)= 
2M + p ⋅ r ⋅ I − I )− (psum zz xx (q& (9)= 
I yy 
)
These are integrated over time using SIMULINK® to calculate the
dynamic, coupled results per equation 11 [21]: 
(10)
(11)
The angular rates are then integrated and using quaternions, the 
aircraft Euler angles are determined (φ, θ, Ψ), where [22] 
− ⎛ ⎞α = tan 1 ⎜ ⎟ 
⎝ u ⎠ 
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ 














 1 2q = ⋅ ⋅ρ VTAS2 





⎡q&o ⎤ ⎧0 − p − q − r ⎫⎡q0 ⎤ 
⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥q&1 1 ⎪ p 0 r − q⎪ q1⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥  (12)⎨ ⎬⎢q&2 ⎥ 2 q − r 0 p ⎢q2 ⎥⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ 
⎣q&3 ⎦ ⎩⎪r q − p 0 ⎭⎪⎣q3 ⎦ 
The results, integrated over time, yield the Euler angles: 
1 2(q q3 + q q )− 2 o 1φ = tan  (13)2 2 2 2q − q − q − qo 1 2 3 
−1θ = sin [−2(q q − q q )]  (14)1 3 o 2 
−1 2(q1q2 + qoq3 )ψ = tan  (15)2 2 2 2q + q − q − qo 1 2 3 
The linear velocities are used to calculate the aerodynamic flow 






















Table 8.  T-6A Texan II Model Output 
Variable Name Purpose 
[u, v, w] Body Axis Velocities, ft/sec State-Variable 
[p, q, r] Body Axis Rotation Rates, deg/sec State-Variable 
[Ue, Ve, We] Earth Axis Velocities, ft/sec Output-Variable 
[Xe , Ye, Ze] Earth Axis Position, ft Output-Variable 
[φ, θ, ψ] Euler Angles, deg Output-Variable 
[DCM] Direction Cosine Matrix Output-Variable 
[ p q r& & &, , ] Body Angular Acceleration, 
rad/sec 
Output-Variable 
[α, β, nz] Angle of Attack 
Angle of Sideslip 
Normal Acceleration 
Output-Variable 
The full aircraft model was developed in the 
MATLAB/SIMULINK®  environment [15,16].  The model does not stand
alone, and consists of two modules. The airframe specific
aerodynamic model is integrated with a separate equations of motion
(EOM) calculation. The EOM algorithm used is provided by the 
Mathworks, included in the Aerodynamics blockset for SIMULINK® 
[16]. The final non-linear aircraft model, using both the aerodynamic
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At the given flight condition, the aircraft is trimmed, in steady, 
level unaccelerated flight at the conditions given in Table 9: 
Table 9. T-6A Texan II Aerodynamic Model Trim Conditions 
Aircraft State Dynamics Aircraft Configuration 
ub 326.80 fps RPM 2000 
vb 7.640 fps Blade Pitch 26.6o 
β  1.339 o δaL/R -0.0002o 
wb 2.332 fps δSB 0 (Closed) 
α 0.4089 o δe -2.000 o 
Ue 326.90 fps δeTab -0.0525o 
Ve 0.1254 fps δr -0.7000o 
We 0.4497 fps δrTab -2.5750o 
p 0.0012 o/s Empty Wt 4824 lbs 
q 0.0003 o/s Pilot Wt (2) 400 lbs 
r 0.0000 o/s Fuel Wt 1200 lbs 
φ 0.7607 o CG (FS) 165.2688” 
θ 0.3122 o Xe, Ye, Ze 0 ft 
ψ  1.322 o M .2977 
& & &[φ θ ψ, , ]





Nearly trimmed, the model demonstrates a slight oscillation at 
initialization, which quickly damps out to the trim conditions. The 
magnitude of this transient is small and lasts approximately five 
seconds. It is oscillatory around the trim conditions. Once damped, 
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conditions. This motion is an artifact of the simulation and and the 









For comparison, a multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) linear 
(small perturbation) model is developed at the trim flight condition. 
This model consists of the same inputs as the non-linear model. 
However, for simplicity, the outputs of the model are limited to the 
state variables in the body axis system (u,v,w,p,q,r). The linear model 







     
    
     
     
      
      
      
 
     
     
  
     
     
     
     
 








Table 10.  T-6A Texan II Linear Model  
T-6A Texan II A-Matrix
&Χ d(Xn)/du d(Xn)/dv d(Xn)/dw d(Xn)/dp d(Xn)/dq d(Xn)/dr 
u& -0.0825 -0.00263 -0.06696 0.39109 -0.06533 0.007624 
v& -0.00364 -0.13272 -0.00016 0.11787 -0.00647 -99.094
w& -0.16836 0.001234 -1.6159 -0.02001 98.146 0
p& 0.012892 -0.11195 0.001353 -5.6047 -0.02522 4.1398
q& 0.004606 -0.01509 -0.14671 0.000161 -2.1608 -0.27737
r& 0.004483 0.08016 -0.00577 -0.14578 0.23565 -0.93296
T-6A Texan II B-Matrix
δr δrudder_trim δaileron δelevator δelevator_trim 
u& -0.00399 -0.0008 2.42E-05 -0.01833 -3.01E-06
v& 0.075595 0.015119 -0.01252 0 0 
w& 0 0 0 -0.19233 -0.01154
p& 0.06772 0.013544 -0.91082 -0.00017 -1.01E-05
q& 0.001383 0.000277 -6.96E-05 -0.34888 -0.02093
r& -0.09928 -0.01986 0.001401 1.42E-08 8.50E-10
T-6A Texan II C-Matrix
Χ ft/s -→m/s ft/s -→m/s ft/s -→m/s rad→deg rad→deg rad→deg 
u 3.2808 0 0 0 0 0 
v 0 3.2808 0 0 0 0 
w 0 0 3.2808 0 0 0 
p 0 0 0 57.296 0 0 
q 0 0 0 0 57.296 0 
r 0 0 0 0 0 57.296 
T-6A Texan II D-Matrix 
[0]6x5 
Mach = 0.3 and 5,000 ft Pressure Altitude
Linear analysis of this linear estimate reveals the open-loop
poles and the system’s stick-fixed dynamics information. The dynamic 













analysis [24]. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are shown in 
Table 11. 
Table 11. T-6A Texan II Eigenstructure Analysis 
Poles 








u 0.066032 0.99846 0.0055655 0.015773 
v(β) 0.38615 0.054427 0.98673 0.099883 
w(α) 0.042114 0.010366 0.15756 0.99411 
p 0.91884 0.0034242 0.025794 0.0033844 
q 0.0017585 0.0018762 0.0048922 0.038711 
r 0.022216 4.841e-06 0.028548 0.0042328 
The eigenvector analysis reveals the nature of each mode.  The 
first eigenvalue is moderately fast and shows primary motion in roll-
rate, p and secondary in yaw, β. This is characteristic of the aircraft 
roll damping mode. The next eigenvalue is slow and shows primary 
motion in u. Despite being a first-order response, this is most 
characteristic of the phugoid mode. A slow second-order mode is seen
to have dominant motion in β, p, and r. This is characteristic of the 
second-order lateral-directional mode known as the “dutch-roll” mode. 
Finally, the last eigenvalue showed second-order motion in w (α) and 












mode. The following chart (Table 12) summarizes this modal 
decomposition. 
Table 12.  T-6A Texan II Modal Analysis 
Eigenvalue Damping (ζ) Freq (ωn, rad/s) Mode Name 
-0.08183 1 0.081834 Airspeed 
-0.54458 + 2.836i 0.18855 2.8882 Dutch Roll 
-0.54458 - 2.836i 0.18855 2.8882 Dutch Roll 
-1.9029 + 3.809i 0.44694 4.2577 Short Period 
-1.9029 - 3.809i 0.44694 4.2577 Short Period 
-5.5527 1 5.5527 Roll Damping 












































































    
 










There are six roots in this linearized system, one for each output
state in the system. Due to the model assumptions, it does not 
accurately depict the normally occurring slow aircraft phugoid and 
spiral mode dynamics. Since the source model is independent of 
altitude density effects and appropriate gravitational effects, additional 











       
      
     
  
      
     






dynamics. Two more states can be added to the system using the 
following relationships [20]: 
∆φ& ≈ p  and ∆θ& ≈ q . (20) 
The introduction of these states requires that other state 
dependencies be identified. Predominantly, the addition of these 
states effects the acceration terms, due to gravity [23]. 
u& = f (− g ⋅ ∆θ )  and v& = f (g ⋅ ∆φ) (21) 
Applying these relationships to the linear model results in an
augmented system with eight states now, instead of six. The new
dynamics model is shown in Table 13: 
Table 13.  Augmented T-6 Linear Model 
Augmented T-6A Texan II A-Matrix
&Χ d(Xn)/du d(Xn)/dv d(Xn)/dw d(Xn)/dp d(Xn)/dq d(Xn)/dr d(Xn)/dφ d(Xn)/dθ 
u& -0.0825 -0.003 -0.067 0.39109 -0.065 0.0076 0 -g 
v& -0.0036 -0.133 -0.0002 0.11787 -.0065 -99.09 g 0 
w& -0.1683 0.0012 -1.6159 -0.0200 98.146 0 0 0 
p& 0.0129 -0.112 0.00135 -5.6047 -0.025 4.1398 0 0 
q& 0.0046 -.0151 -0.1467 0.00016 -2.161 -.2774 0 0 
r& 0.0045 0.0802 -.00577 -0.1458 0.2357 -.9330 0 0 
φ& 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 







Table 14. Eigenvector Analysis of the Augmented Model 
 
 Poles (Modes) 
  -5.5649 -0.1037 -0.533 ±  -1.906 ±
(Roll) (Spiral) 2.8547i 3.7906i 
 (Dutch Roll)  (Short Period)
  8.8E-3 ±
0.323i 
 (Phugoid)





v(β) 0.54229 0.5048 0.98655 0.10185
w(α) 0.04420 0.10074   0.1583 0.99334 
p 0.82373 0.02217 0.025533  0.003386
q 0.00185 0.00044 0.004988  0.038689






 φ 0.14716 0.43088 0.008714   0.000796







This new dynamics matrix results in a similar 
eigenstructure analysis, shown in table 14. 
Both the spiral and phugoid modes have been recovered in this 
analysis. However, these modes are not of great concern due to their 
low frequency. In developing the in-flight simulator, the original six 








T-6A CONTROLLER DESIGN 
Having established a knowledge of the baseline dynamics of the 
T-6A, they will now be altered with a series of controllers. First, 
knowing that α and β feedback primarily effects the frequency of
motion, inner feedback loops are designed that will directly change the 
frequency of the short-period and the dutch-roll modes [12]. These 






α, β, nz 


















Similarly, pitch-rate and yaw-rate feedback changes the 
damping of the system.  Used in conjunction with α and β feedback, 
both the frequency and the damping response can be controlled. 
Similarly, roll rate feedback changes the aircraft roll rate [12]. 
Figure 18 represents how rate feedback is added to effect the damping 













p& , q&, r& 
α, β, nz 
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Identical feedback structure is possible through trim tab loops. 
In fact, feedback has an identical effect on the system in the trim
loops. However, a much larger gain is required, due to surface 
effectiveness of the trim tabs. The effects of feedback are more 
pronounced in the primary control surface loops. Through both 
positive and negative feedback, each axis is made faster or slower with 
increased or decreased damping. This already provides a large 
amount of variation in the available in the aircraft response. As a 
simple example of this, roll rate variation with roll rate feedback is 
demonstrated. 
Establishing a feedback loop in the aileron command path 
results in significant potential for variation of the roll-rate response. 
Table 15 summarizes this capability. 













0 (OL) -5.55 0.18 1.7 .667 9.11 5.55 Inf 
0.11 -11.3 0.08 1.18 .194 4.55 11.3 Inf 
-.11 Unstable n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 
-.05 -2.98 .33 6.14 .874 0.837 2.98 6.83 








Due to the inverse relationship between δa and p, positive 
feedback is required to maintain system stability. Table 15 shows that
negative feedback dampens and slows the roll response. It also 
ultimately destabilizes the roll response. Conversely, increasing and 
positive gain makes the roll rate much faster and simultaneously 




















Similar results are gained from closing each inner loop channel. 
First, the angle-of-attack feedback loop affects the short-period
response frequency. With positive feedback, the 6 dB gain margin in 
is reached at a feedback gain of approximately 0.45 (deg/deg), that 
results in a small frequency decrease in the short period damping. 
Table 16 summarizes these results. 
Table 16. Effects of Inner-Loop Alpha (α) Feedback 
Kα Poles Tr (sec)  Ts (sec) ω ζ GM/PM 
(dB/o) 
0.0 -1.9 ± 3.81i 0.364 1.93 4.26 .447 N/A 
0.5 -1.85±2.16i 0.692 2.42 2.85 .651 5.17/∞
-0.5 -1.93±4.93i 0.301 2.04 5.29 .364 ∞/∞
-1.5 -1.94±5.4i N/A N/A 5.74 .338 ∞/52.4 
These results are also presented in Figure 20. This is a pictoral 
representation of the same information.  It shows graphically how the 
aircraft dynamics vary as the feedback gain is varied to change the roll 




































Figure 20. Root Locus of Alpha (α) Feedback Effects 
Similar results are obtained with a pitch-rate feedback loop. The

















Table 17. Effects of Inner-Loop Pitch-Rate (q) Feedback 
Kq Poles ω ζ GM/PM 
0.0 -1.9 ± 3.81i 4.26 .447 N/A 
0.175 -1.85±2.16i 3.53 .05 0.82/∞ 
0.0975 -.947±3.77i 3.89 .243 6/∞ 
-0.175 -3.64±3.19i 4.84 .75 ∞/∞
-0.34 -5.28±.721 5.33 .991 ∞/112o 
The effect of pitch-rate (q) feedback on damping are shown in 
Figure 21. 
- Feedback + Feedback
- Feedback + Feedback
  
  











The inner loop also effects the dutch-roll damping and the 
dutch-roll frequency. The dutch-roll frequency is modified through 
sideslip (beta) feedback while the damping is controllable through yaw-
rate feedback. The feedback is implemented through the rudder 
deflection [12]. Table 18 shows the frequency changes possible 
through beta feedback in the rudder command loop. 
Table 18. Effects of Inner-Loop Beta (β) Feedback 
Kβ Poles Tr (s) Ts (s) ω (rad/s) ζ GM/PM 
(dB/o) 
0 -0.545±2.84i .417 6.93 2.89 .189 N/A 
0.95 -0.568±3.67i .313 6.94 3.71 .153 ∞/46 
2.04 -0.598±4.44i .254 6.44 4.48 .133 ∞/26 
-.625 -0.537±2.11i .584 6.53 2.18 .246 7.3/47 
-1.31 -0.537±.693i 2.28 11.0 .877 .612 1/7 
This relationship is summarized pictorially with the root locus
diagram shown in Figure 22.  Notice that increasing the negative gain
results in driving the poles toward the origin where they split and one 
becomes unstable. Increasing positive gain drives the poles away from 






















Figure 22. Root Locus of Sideslip (β) Feedback Effects 
Similarly, yaw rate feedback changes the dutch-roll damping.
Table 19 shows the change in damping with varying yaw-rate feedback 
gains. 
Table 19. Effects of Inner-Loop Yaw-Rate (r) Feedback 
Kr Poles Tr Ts ω ζ GM/PM 
0 -0.545±2.84i .417 6.93 2.89 .189 N/A 
.095 -0.273±2.87i 2.88 .095 6/∞
-0.25 -1.26±2.63i .007 3.32 2.92 .432 ∞/140 
-0.70 -2.7±1.43i .007 1.87 3.05 .883 ∞/105 



















Negative feedback increases yaw damping while positive feedback 
reduces the yaw damping. Figure 23 illustrates this graphically in root 
locus form. 
Although effective, the inner loops do not provide for arbitrary 
assignment of the aircraft dynamics. A control augmentation system
that follows rate commands is more flexible with respect to in-flight 
simulation. A traditional rate command system determines 











By replacing this controller with a computer model, desired model 
dynamics are realizable. In the case shown, the T-6A emulates F-15 
dynamics. Equivalently, the T-6A poles move to the model values. 
Relative to the T-6A, the F-15 short-period poles are shown in
Figure 24. 
T-6 F15  
Figure 24. F-15 and T-6A Short Period Poles 
64 
The desired poles do not lie on the T-6A root locus, and are not 
achievable solely through inner loop feedback. This difference results 
in significantly different time responses to a 1o step input. In the time 


























Figure 25. T-6A and F-15 Airframe Responses to a  
1o Elevator Step Input 
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By creating a pitch rate command loop, where the demanded rate 
comes from a modeled aircraft, rate matching is possible.  This is 




























These results are obtained using the longitudinal model following 

























ud,v d,wd (f ps 2̂)
pd,qd,rd (f ps 2̂)
a, b, u12 (deg)
T-6 Texan 2






































































It is pertinent to investigate if these results are unique to the F-15 
model. To check this, a linear A-4 dynamic model at Sea Level and 
M=0.4 was used. This model is shown here in Table 20 [23]. 
 
Table 20. Linear A-4 State-Space Model 
 
A-4 A-Matrix States 
-0.0148 -0.0049 0 -0.0721  0 0 0 0 U/Uo 
-0.1383 -0.8517 1 0 0 0 0 0 α (o) 
0.0462 -9.2525 -1.4263 0 0 0 0 0 q 
d 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 θ (rad) 
0 0 0 0 -0.2419 0 -1 0.0721 β (rad) 
0 0 0 0 -24.551 -1.6378 0.8819 0 p 
d 
0 0 0 0 14.171 0.0384 -0.6108 0 r 
d 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0   φ (rad) 
A-4 C - Matrix Output 
446.58  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 U (fps)  
0  57.296  0  0  0  0  0  0 α (o)  
0  0  57.296  0  0  0  0  0 q (o/sec)  
0  0  0  57.296  0  0  0  0 θ (o)  
0  0  0  0  57.296  0  0  0 β (o)  
0  0  0  0  0  57.296  0  0 p (o/sec)  
0  0  0  0  0  0  57.296  0 r (o/sec)  
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  57.296 φ (o)  
A-4 B - Matrix  A-4 D - Matrix 
 δe (o)  δa (o)  δr (o)  δe (o)  δa (o)  δr (o) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.00155 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.21848 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -0.00073 0 0 0 
0 0.28566 -0.37493 0 0 0 
0 0.05936 0.31657 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0  








A comparison of the T-6A and the A-4 roll response shows that 
for a 1o step aileron input, the reponses are quite different. The T-6A







































Figure 28. T-6A and A-4 Airframe Responses to a  
1o Aileron Step Input 
However, setting up a lateral model following controller, the T-6A







































Figure 29. T-6A Lateral Controller Model Following Results 
Model following is also possible in the yaw axis. Repeating the 
previous analysis in the yaw axis shows the following relationship
between r and β for a step rudder input. From the results shown in 
Figure 30, the A-4 model is of higher frequency and lower damping 










































Figure 30. T-6A and A-4 Airframe Responses to a  
1o Rudder Step Input 
A simple rate/acceleration feedback loop was used to get model









































Figure 31. T-6A Lateral Controller Model Following Results 
The host vehicle dynamics dominate the response. Despite 
excellent model following in yaw rate, the aircraft quickly departs in
beta. The rudder attempts to compensate, but it is quickly saturated.
To maintain model following in r while limiting the departure and 
saturation tendencies of the T-6, beta feedback was added to the loop 































Figure 32. T-6A Lateral Modified Controller Model Following Results 
This design has the desired effect of reducing the saturation and 
departure tendency, but the dynamic rates are now poorly matched. 
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Dynamic inversion is explored as a solution. Non-linear 
dynamic inversion is shown, in recent literature, to be an effective 
method of control that is both accurate and robust. It has the effect of
canceling the host dynamics while forcing the desired motion. Non-
linear dynamic inversion, however, is computationally intensive.  A
simplified version of this technique is poven by Cox & Cotting for 
application in ground-based simulation. It is explored here, relative to 
the T-6A VS In-Flight Simulator. 
In general, dynamic inversion calculates the surface deflection
required to eliminate the bare airframe dynamics. With the host
dynamics eliminated, desired dynamics can be imposed on the system.
This is done through the manipulation of the basic aircraft equations
of motion. In the following development, the subscipt m denotes a
model of the bare airframe. This model in linear state-space form is [6] 
x& = A + B ⋅ u (22)m m cmd 
y = C ⋅ x + 0 ⋅ u (23)m cmd 
. 
To force desired motion on the aircraft response,  















substituting x&  into y& d , 
y& = C A ⋅ x + C B ⋅ u (25)d m m m m cmd 
Then, solving for the actual command input and accounting for 
actuator dynamics (ACT[..]) yields [6] 
−1u = ACT {[C B ] [y& − C A ⋅ x]} (26)m m d m m 
In typical dynamic inversion, this equation is used to calculate 
the cancellation deflections. To simplify this result, acceleration and 
surface position feedback signals (SENS[..]) are used to replace model 
terms. 
y&s = SENS[y& ] = [CA]x +[CB]u  (27) 
u = [∆u + SENS[u]] = [C B ]−1[y& − y& ]+u (28)cmd m m d s 
The control allocation can be approximated with the axis specific 
inertia to moment effectiveness ratio. If 
⎡ ∆L ⎤ ⎡ L ⎤ ⎡∆δ ⎤ ⎡I ⎤ ⎡∆p& ⎤δa a xx cmd 
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ cmd ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∆M = Mδe ⋅ ⎢∆δecmd ⎥ = I yy ⋅ ∆q&cmd (29)⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ 































q&δ∆u = ∆ ∆ ⋅ .cmdecmd 















In block diagram form, the controller in each axis is shown in
Figure 33. 
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 = x' = Ax+Bu














































The T-6A aerodynamic simulation is implemented within the
SIMULINK® environment and is used to build a controller model based on 
simplified dynamic inversion. The F-15 (unaugmented) linear model is
used to as a model to produces the desired dynamics.  The resulting 
system is a model following simulation (Figure 34), where the T-6A VS 
produces F-15 dynamics. Rate and acceleration sensors are required in
this design. These sensors and the associated feedback loops are 
combined with the EOM model for convenience. This system controller 
requires an input command in any axis. The input results in a model 
response, that results in a surface command. A first-order lag actuator
with a time constant of .07s, positive position feedback, and saturation
limits is modeled in the “Actuator” block. 
d2r 
xd(t)  xdx&d 1 K*u K*u 1 1 x&du(t) dec (r) 2 xd q.m dec (r)  
de da dr (rad) y (t)  Iy/M de pqrdot (rpsps) dec (r)  p& sq&sr&s x&d δecmd  K*u δe,δa,δr (r) q.s F-15 M odel1 Long Control ler 
Pitch 
1pqrdot (rps) da (r) 2 pqrdot (rpsps) p& q& r&  p& q& r&s s s dac (r)  s s s Loop 
xd dr (r) 3x&d K*u 1drc (r)2 da (r) Lat-Di r Control ler Ix/Lda pqrdot (rps)





xd K*u K*u 2 dr (r)  x&d r. Iz/Ndr δcmd δ δrcmd 
Actuator K*u 
1 
pqrdot (rps)  Yaw Loop
r.s 
p& q& r& s s s  
 






Each axis is validated independently for its model following 
capability as well as its ability to decouple motion. Angle of attack and 
sideslip are also evaluated for departure potential and surface 
commands were evaluated for saturation tendencies. 
First, the longitudinal axis is evaluated. The system response 
should emulate the pitch model response. Figure 35 shows, in the 
time domain, how the F-15 model and the T-6A respond differently to 
a 3o step elevator input. The T-6A has a higher frequency and more 















































From the time history in Figure 35 and from the poles mapped
in Figure 24, the longitudinal response characteristics of the F-15
model and the T-6A are significantly different.  However, with an SDI 
controller it is possible, within the physical and aerodynamic limits of 
the T-6A, to force it to simulate the F-15 flight dynamics. The first
requirement of this task is to calculate the value of inertia to moment 
ratios used for control allocation. To accomplish this, the 
aerodynamic model is linearized to find Lda, Mde, and Ndr at the design
flight condition. Linearization of the flight model from the control 
inputs to the force and moment outputs is performed in SIMULINK®. 
This results in a system with no states, just a D-matrix. This result 
indicates that there is a direct input/output relationship between the
surface deflections and the aerodynamic forces and moments. These 
data are used to calculate inerta-moment ratios. Table 21 summarizes 














Table 21.  Control Allocation Values 
 D matrix Value I Ratio 
L/δa -0.78549 -2424.5 2650 (xx) -1.09 





M/δe 0.21354 -2388.1 6847.0 (yy) -2.867 





N/δr -2.7278 -800.87 8240.3 (zz) -10.2892 





With these values included in the SDI model, it is ready to be 
evaluated for its model following capabilities. Again, the feedforward
dynamics model used is a linear six-DOF uncoupled F-15 model [15].




Table 22.  F-15 Linear Model for the Controller 
 
F-15 A-Matrix States 
-0.02149 -0.02364 0 -32.2 0 0 0 0 U (fps) 
-0.10317 -0.90701 622.14 0 0 0 0 0 W (fps) 
0 -0.00665 -0.00936 0 0 0 0 0 q (rad/sec) 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 θ (rad) 
0 0 0 0 -0.1977 0.00104 -0.99778 0.05176 β (rad) 
0 0 0 0 -21.519 -2.3239 0.55946 0 p (rad/sec) 
0 0 0 0 5.8006 -0.06455 -0.32276 0 r (rad/sec) 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 φ (rad/sec) 
F-15 B-Matrix (1/rad) F-15 D-Matrix (1/rad) 
δe (rad) δa (rad) δr (rad) δe (rad) δa (rad) δr (rad) 
0  0  0  0  0  0  
53.487  0  0  0  0  0  
-7.1319  0  0  0  0  0  
0  0  0  0  0  0  
0 ￿0.00215 ￿0.04084 0 0 0 
0 12.011 -1.7516 0 0 0 
0 0.44358 3.1392 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
F-15 C-Matrix 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0  0  57.296  0  0  0  
0  0  0  57.296  0  0  
0  0  0  0  57.296  0  
0  0  0  0  0  57.296  
0  0  0  0  0  0  5








0  57.296  
Output 
0 U (fps) 
0 W (fps) 
0  q (o/sec) 
0  θ (o) 
0  β (o) 
0  p (o/sec) 
0  r (o/sec) 








The results of implementing this model within the SDI controller
and around the three rotational degrees of freedom are now examined.
First, the longitudinal results of a elevator doublet are shown in
Figure 36.  The solid line shows the pilot elevator doublet applied to
84 
the F-15 model. The dotted line shows the resulting surface 
commands of the controller required for the T-6A to emulate the F-15 
model dynamics. The controller also commands small aileron and 
rudder inputs to keep the roll rate and the yaw rate consistent with 
the decoupled model output of zero. In these responses, the surfaces 
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Figure 36. T-6A VS Controller Inputs Required to 





 Figure 37 shows the corresponding system dynamics induced by




















T-6 VS Response 
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matches the demanded F-15 pitch rate exactly. Simultaneously, the 
roll- and yaw-rates were held at zero. This demonstrates the system’s 
capability to decouple motion across the three axes. 
Next, the results of an impulse roll command are analyzed. A
2o pulse input results in 1o surface command to elicit the required









































































































































































    




















Figure 38. T-6A VS Controller Inputs Required to Model an 









demands small elevator and rudder inputs to maintain zero pitch and
roll rates demanded by the model. This has the effect of decoupling
the roll-rate from the pitch and yaw axes. 
The controller inputs result in the system emulating the F-15 
model response roll response, while maintaining zero pitch and roll 





























T-6 VS Response 
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To complete this three axis assessment, a rudder doublet is 
applied to the system. The controller successfully overcomes the 
airframe dynamics to simulate the model dynamics. This is true in 
both the yaw axis and the coupled response in the roll axis. The 
controller simultaneously simulates the cross axis coupling, and holds 
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Figure 41 shows the resulting controller inputs. For a 2o rudder 
doublet, the system is fully controllable and the controller demands 
are well constrained. The system demonstrates no rate limiting or

































































































































































































































    
 
Figure 41. T-6A VS Controller Inputs Required to Model an 







The system is well behaved with small control inputs and small
controller demands. Two more runs demonstrate that this continues 
to be true with large control inputs. A 5o elevator doublet is applied to 
the system for this evaluation. Figure 42 shows that the model 
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Figure 43 shows that this large input still results in well 
constrained controller demands. The aileron input reflects that 
required to neutralize the pitch–roll coupling due to engine torque. 

































































































    
 
igure 43. T-6A VS Controller Inputs Required to Model an 









These results show satisfactory model following and simulation
capability in each axis and the ability to decouple motion to provide
high fidelity simulation of the given model. However, most missions
require an aircraft to be analyzed across all three axes. For this 
purpose, it is desirable for a system to show robust model following 


























































































































































































    
 
Figure 44. T-6A VS Controller Inputs Required to Model an 




multi-axis/multi-input capability of this system, a pitch doublet, roll 
pulse, and yaw doublet are applied to the system in rapid
succession. Figure 44 illustrates this input and the associated 
controller commands. Once again the control inputs shown here, do
not show signs of rate limiting or saturation problems. 
This complicated input results in a complex response in the un-










SDI controller, it remains well decoupled and simulates the linear F-15
model with precision. Figure 45 shows the dynamic response of the 
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Figure 45. T-6A VS Response to a Multi-Axis Input 
So far, the SDI controller analysis has not considered the 
aerodynamic limits of the T-6A like angle-of-attack (α), angle-of-








performing any in-flight simulation, the system can only perform 
within its aerodynamic and structural limits. Figure 46 shows the 
behavior of the primary aerodynamic and structural load variables 
during this combined three-axis maneuver. The pitch axis is 
convergent within the performance capabilities of the airplane. 
However, the sideslip angle (β) does not appear to be convergent, and
in ten seconds has already exceeded 5o (nose right, wind left). This
result is disconcerting, and requires the sideslip response to be 
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An analysis of the long-term time history in Figure 47 shows 
that, although sideslip is constrained and convergent, it gets too high. 
The sideslip approaches the aerodynamic yaw and directional control 
limits of the T-6A in trying to match the modeled and demanded yaw 
rate. This emphasizes the fact that a safety pilot and a safety limiter 
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Figure 47. T-6A VS Long-Term Lateral-Directional Response 













































CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A feedforward, response feedback system is a highly effective and 
flexible variable stability in-flight simulation control architecture for
the T-6A. A simple variable feedback gain architcture has a 
rudimentary effect on the T-6A dynamics. This system is usable, as 
shown in Figure 48, for creating varied dynamics, useful in the 
training environment. 
To create a model following dynamic inversion controller, a 
feedforward acceleration model is added with acceleration feedback. 
To complete the inversion system, surface position feedback is also 

































































The response feedback controller is simple and good for training.
The model following simplified dynamic inversion architecture is 
shown as an effective control architecture for use within in-flight 
simulation designs. Specifically, it is shown, through A-4 and F-15
models, to have accurate in-flight rate simulation capbilities.  Whether 
its used to vary the vehicle rate dynamics for instruction or to simulate 
the rate dynamics of another aircraft, the simplified dynamic inversion 
technique is a robust and capable control implementation. Using a 
model following, simplified dynamic inversion scheme, the T-6A VS is 
capable of simulating a wide variety of vehicle dynamics, to include the 
rate dynamics of dissimilar aircraft. It is the controller of choice. 
More design work is required to transition this concept from
paper to the T-6A,. A specific hardware implementation needs to be 
designed, tested, and implemented.  Appropriate sensors need to be 
chosen and placed. An adequate in-flight safety system needs to be 
incorporated into the design. Variable feel cockpit controls need to be 
designed and integrated in the control architecture. An flight-certified
control system should be chosen and integrated with the airframe 
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